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Bosch vision 500 series dryer lint filter

Cleaning the dryer and ensuring regular maintenance is important for it to function effectively. Lint-clogged dryers take longer to dry clothes, which means you spend more electricity. Cleaning your dryer regularly could help you save money. How to clean the outside of the dryerTo clean the outside of the
dryer, simply wipe it with a damp cloth. How to clean the interior of the dryerTo clean the drudge filter, pull out the filter and remove the pile. The filter is gently washed under running water to remove the extra pile and allow it to dry completely. Insert the filter into the dryer. For instructions on condenser
cleansing, see this page. To clean the moisture sensor, wipe it with a damp cloth and a little white vinegar. The sensor is located next to the pile filter. Need additional assistance in the dryer maintenance process? Be sure to test our resources: Well, we bought that Lint Bear from Smarthome.com hoping
it would get lint from our channels. We were told that the piles stuck in the dryer duct was a problem that prevented our Bosch 500 from working and erroring out (E:01) every few minutes. For $55 we got a lint bear and tried it, but kept getting stuck from both ends of the canal: the outside of the house
going on and inside going out. I think it's getting caught on the channel itself. The boy had me wrong. After 2 extremely frustrating hours I gave up, packed it back up and sent it back to Smarthome. I reluctantly called the dryer channel people in my area thinking the $119 they charge was a lot. They came
the very next day, started cleaning out a 23 foot long dryer vent on the outside with compressed air, I think it was when it got stuck too! You can't imagine how much blow came out of there before it got stuck. It was stuffed with 19 year dryer piles! Here's a pic of the channel cleaning guy to pitch a black
cleansing mess when he was done. It filled 25% of a large trash bag. Here are a few leaves mixed with the lint he picked up after it was blown out behind the house: Here's a bag of our garage floor filled up to 25%: Our happy machine:o) I was in shock that there were so many linings there. He kept trying
and trying, came in and had to start it again inside with another compressed air device. It got stuck again, but he never gave up. Finally, a ton of lint came out and now the dryer works perfectly. So much air now comes from the dryer vent behind our home, it's amazing how little came out before the
comparison. He said it was a very precarious situation, and our old car could easily start the fire. I'm so relieved our Bosch 500 works now. If it wasn't for Bosch's technology, and it's agonizing erroring out after a minute of its use every time, we would never have thought that our channel would be
cleaned. Thank you to all of you and have been warned if you have an older home like ours and never cleaned your dryer duct, I highly recommend you do it and soon! It may take a professional if it's been a long time. Now I'm considering having our heater//C whole house channels cleaned too. They
want another $190 for it. Still not sure... The heat works well. Steve RSilver Spring MD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 54 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 666 67 68 ? 4 Responses
from these participants: I refer to the profile you created on the website and see that you do not have any bosch dryer model number. Updating your home profile would have given me the information needed to give you specific information about your dryer. So I just might give you general information.
Bosch consists of several different dryer styles and types. No pressure switch sensor. It checks the temperature differential in the heating system. Check the air inlet for the heat exchanger (WTL models only) to make sure it is not blocked. The heat exchanger must be cleaned 3&amp;ndash;4 times a
year; frequency when used frequently. To clean the heat exchanger, follow these steps: 1. When the dryer is switched off, disconnect it from the power supply. Disconnect the power cord, grasp the plug, not the cable. 2. Press the Doors button and open the door. 3. Press the button to open the heat
exchanger/inlet panel under the door. 4. Fully open the panel. 5. Turn the arresters on each side of the heat exchanger against each other. 6. Remove the heat exchanger by slowly pulling it forward and from the dryer. 7. Clean the heat exchanger thoroughly with water. Allow the water to flow freely
through the heat exchanger. 8. Allow the heat exchanger to dry thoroughly before re-suction in the dryer. 9. When the heat exchanger is completely dry, insert it into the dryer. The handle must be under the heat exchanger. Turn retainJUturs to its original position. 10. Close the heat exchanger/inlet panel
by firmly pressing both the top left and right until it locks into place. Note: The dryer door will only be able to close if the heat exchanger/inlet panel is properly closed and locked in place. The puff filter must be cleaned after each use or if the Lint filter lights up and a whistle sounds during the operation of
the dryer. If a tone sounds: 1. Stop the dryer immediately by pressing the On/Off button. 2. Press the Doors button and open the door. 3. Remove the filter. 4. Clean the filter. 5. Replace the filter. 6. Let the dryer cool down. 7. Close the door. 8. Press the Start button to restart the dryer. I 'm looking for a
solution for I have a 7 year old WTA 3510 Axxis model Bosch. did you ever find the answer? I have figured it out! After a year of driving me crazy. It's not a blower filter. If it was a pile filter, you'll see an error code. It's the door. The laundry pushes on the door and the switch becomes actuated and the
dryer stops. I got some super sticky trolls and put a la push on the door. I used some super sticky Velcro to move the plastic piece to the dryer over to the left. It is located on the door and is part of the damr goes into. So now the plastic part is kept in place. The last part was the door sliding down too far
and the plastic part again from the prefect position. I took Velcro and gave the bump bottom of the dryer opening to keep it in the right position. I had no problem in the last 2 months! So... drag the la push to keep the door in place. Velcro-ing plastic square piece lad goes into, all the way to the left. Adding
bump to the bottom of the door to keep it at the right height. I was wedging a pencil crack, but made a bump instead! Good luck! It's the door! There's a small white plastic nipple inside the door (upper, center) that pushes into the sensor when closed. This sensor is not pushed enough to start. We just cut
a bit of felt furniture padding on the sensor so it could get a push a bit further when the door was closed. Fixed Want to keep up-to-date on new responses? this question question
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